《I'm The supreme Fairy King》
Chapter 110: You Need To Be An Ace To Join A Club
Her words attracted the attention of his team members before he laughed, "select some
stages and try it then," he said, advising the team to have some fun.
"No, we'll stay here," Roo decided to be around the two goddesses while Ashley and
Jenny moved each towards one stage. "Anyone wants to have some fun?" Jenny asked
while waiting for the stage to come down.
"I'll come," Deno volunteered while Pat also moved to dance with Ashley. Jim only
gave the two girls a warning glance, after all he didn't like the thought of his girls
dancing the way Moora did with him just before.
And the two girls only laughed and nodded, understanding the strict warning behind
his gazes.
"Let's dance," Tina couldn't control her body anymore while the stage kept rising
slowly high.
"Wait," Jim stopped the two before turning to Rick, "send someone to gather all the
details of each club, the final dates of joining, and how to apply."
Rick understood his meaning and enviously looked at him while he moved his arms
around the twisting soft bodies of the two beauties in his arms.
And then Jim turned to face the three girls and the two dragon kids with them.
He didn't ask as he moved his hands to remove the two cloaks over the bodies of the
two girls, exposing their stunning figures and amazingly beautiful faces.
Their hair just swayed freely over his face and shoulders while both closed their eyes
and were deeply immersed in the fast tempo of the music playing here.

Yet the sudden relevance of the two girls here in such a way didn't pass unnoticed by
many.
After all it was obvious the three beauties of the academy were attracted to Jim, and so
Jim turned to be part of the focus of those here.

With the two girls swaying their slim bodies and flexible waists in his arms he turned
instantly to be the main focus of everyone.
And in this simple moment the mocking glances turned into surprise and shock before
deep hatred and extreme challenge feelings started to boil up in their faces.
All.. all except Linda who gave him a very deep meaningful glance as if she was
asking… how in the name of fairies could you do that?
"They are the pearl twins!" one of the older disciples here recognized the two girls
instantly while shouting in extreme shock.
"Damn! Fairies… curse me for this! Two goddesses came to the party and I didn't
recognize them! I deserve to be damned!" another screamed while others started to
exclaim, showing the same reaction loudly while Jim didn't give any care to them.
He even didn't care anymore about Linda or the other two beauties and their two
dragon companions as he turned to enjoy this moment with his two girls.
And he started to dance with them while holding their bodies so close to his, turning
their backs to him and feeling their soft touches while leaning right and left, swaying
nonstop on the tempo of the music.
He didn't forget his other two girls, but spotted them dancing with distance from their
two companions. Their gazes were attracted to him, feeling much envy from the two
girls dancing in his arms.
He intended to give them another dance later, but first he enjoyed his deserved
moment of triumph over those here.
The stage they were dancing over started to be crowded, and simply Jim turned to be
the arch enemy and most envied person here in the entire party from many.
Rick and others maintained a strong grip around the stage, surrounding it like they
were protecting it with their lives. They prevented many from getting closer, and even
some lingual clashes erupted because of that.
Yet Jim didn't care or even give heed to any of this. He kept dancing and enjoying
these priceless minutes while the two girls gave him a new experience, much unique
than the one he had with Moora.
The dance jumped from one song to another, and after half an hour he was pretty much
satisfied with the impression he left here before holding the two girls each in one arm

and then pointing to the other two to join.
Ashley and Jenny joined as well and started a big group dance which made others ask
inwardly how many girls this human had under his clutches.
He danced for ten more minutes before finally deciding to go down and reap the
benefits of his little plan. "Let's go," he said while pointing to Rick who threw the two
cloaks again to Saga and Tina, "wear those."
"Shouldn't we let them see us all the time?" Saga listened to his words as she asked
while wearing the cloak.
"No," Jim shook his head, "the more you are hard to spot the deeper the impact over
others," he evilly sneered, "besides you two are mine, not free for anyone to glance."
"But they will dream about us," Tina laughed and Jim laughed with her while riding
the two cloaks over their bodies to properly cover their bodies, "let them dream, who
said dreams are forbidden?"
"Evil," Ashley couldn't help but remark, "I'm sure many will curse you from now on."
"I don't mind even being hated," Jim sneered, "as long as I get what I want."
"Which is?" Jenny asked in curiosity, "don't tell me you exposed our two sisters to
others just to show up!"
"Hahaha, you'll see," Jim winked before going to the edge of the stage and waited until
it got near the ground. "C'mon, we have places to visit."
"The clubs?" the girls weren't stupid and suddenly they all gained a proper insight of
what he initially planned.
In fact he didn't plan this for the clubs, but as he had this advantage now then why
shouldn't he use it to reap more benefits?
The moment he and the girls touched the ground, an uproar erupted all around. The
madness he once saw for those army of admirers sticking around Linda before
resurfaced this time.
And he couldn't help but smile while watching his team pushing the others while
maintaining a clear circle inside.
"Will we go home?" Rick was feeling much anger towards those pushing him and
others to reach the girls inside.

"No," Jim shook his head in a calm manner, "let's go and take a look over the clubs."
"Again?" Kro was speechless but in mere moments they all understood his meaning,
well most of them did at least.
The journey towards the clubs made Jim understand how difficult Linda and the other
two beauties' lives were. During these minutes he heard many shouts, exclamation of
admirations, and even loud curses and mean words.
Among them some started to take the side of the two girls, while others took the
defending side of the other three. Shouts of supporting the girls and attacking them
while supporting the other three were too frequent and loud, which eventually turned
into an intense clash of words.
"If not for the law forbidding fighting here, I doubt this would have ended peacefully,"
Jim couldn't help but sarcastically laugh while they reached the first club stand.
"Damn those arrogant bastards!"
Deno was still enraged by the cold treatment they received when they went into a tour
around the clubs.
"The five big clubs all required exceptional performance from Jim, while the weaker
clubs were welcoming us like bees on honey," Rick said, trying to decrease the
negativity here.
"But those weaker clubs don't have enough prestige or reputation," Pat sighed while
Lan joined in as he added:
"Those pantheon clubs are more arrogant! Even the Medusa club refused to take us
in… I can't believe that!"
"They have rules to prevent other pantheon members from joining," Jim calmly said
before adding, "and those higher clubs will run after us the moment we start to win in
the league."
"This league… it's getting more hype than it should be," Kro sighed, "there are many
teams out there, even some that had a long history rivaling any clan!"
"But the game doesn't depend on individual strength," Jim said before adding, "luckily
for us in this game masters who lived for centuries already are on equal foot with
disciples in the first year… they can even be beaten!"

"It's not that easy," Roo joined his friend, "after all this game depends entirely on the
ace's performance."
"It's a team game," Rick corrected, "it depends on everyone's efforts."
"Well… at least we have good defenders," Jenny said while pointing at the giant
members here, "with you around I doubt any ace can stand a chance."
"It's… not that easy," Rick couldn't agree with her remarks, "after all the ace will be
camouflaged with the other three, making finding him quite hard."
"I know you'll do great," Jim said.
"We need to train," Gordan said, "we need to hire a game playground starting
tomorrow and train as hard as we can."
"Why start late?" Jim smiled before asking, "Do you know where these playgrounds
are?"

